Mass extinctions Simon Conway Morris
What are they? Ever been denied tenure, had a paper rejected by Current Biology, or even N*****e? This is much, much worse: death on a big scale, ecologies shot to pieces and a planet in turmoil. No accident that the 'Big Five' of mass extinctions (end-Ordovician (445 million years (Ma) ago, late Devonian (375 Ma), end-Permian (251 Ma), late Triassic (205 Ma) and most famously, the K/T (CretaceousTertiary, 65 Ma)) are at or close to major stratigraphic boundaries. So biodiversity plunges, but the rates and durations of the extinctions are variable, and nearly always there is marked taxonomic selectivity. Some groups are hammered, but others don't seem to notice there is a mass extinction going on.
Dozing trilobites?
It is customary to distinguish times of mass extinction as against the ongoing 'normal' times of background extinction. Along with the 'Big Five' there are, however, quite a number of minor extinction events. Nevertheless, with the latter there is a growing suspicion that confounding factors, such as volume of available sedimentary rock, influence or even distort diversity curves. Many species certainly went extinct when times got nasty, but perhaps the majority went to the wall quietly, but in the face of relentless competitive attrition. So those icons of palaeontology, the trilobites, were indeed a victim of the mother of mass extinctions, the endPermian event, but they were already well on the way out. Manna from heaven. So yet more violence, with the Earth subject to cataclysmic destruction? Indeed yes, but there is a silver, or rather organic, lining. It appears that Earth's position, relatively close to the Sun, was highly precarious. This was because the light elements, essential for life, were swept by solar radiation far beyond our planet, out to the so-called snowline. So no oceans, and life is cancelled? Yet help was on the way, with a delivery system that via asteroids and comets resupplied Earth with both an ocean and a fertile brew of organic molecules. 
When

Extraterrestrial mass extinctions? We don't even know
